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'$(!%1.%/%.=3+!9$,!3+'$,=A$!d$3&!%1!$%&!:37<A-,=1.!3!230%+B!'-3.%'%,1!,2!0=&%7!
9$%7$!$(!%&!7,1'%1=%1A8!'$(!-(3+!&',-($,=&(!,2!&'B+(!-(03%1&!%1!(37$!%1.%/%.=3+d@"C!
!
I+:=-A(-G&!:,,<8!3+'$,=A$!()'-(0(+B!.('3%+(.!31.!.%/(-&(!%1!7,1'()'8!2,7=&(&!
0,-(!&,!,1!'$(!+%'(-3'(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!,2!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'_!=1.(-&'31.3:+B!
:(73=&(!'$(!0,&'!,='&'31.%1A!7,0*,&(-&8!&=7$!3&!\30(&!67,''!6<%11(-8!3-(!
()*,1(1'&!2-,0!'$%&!'-3.%'%,1@!J,9(/(-8!%'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!'$(-(!%&!&7,*(!',!
:-,3.(1!'$(!2%(+.!,2!-(&(3-7$!%1',!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1&!&=7$!3&!'$3'!,2!'$(!4(&'!
5,3&'!9$%7$!$3&!:((1!,/(-+,,<(.!%1!'$(!$%&',-%73+!13--3'%/(_!'$%&!'$(&%&!9%++!
3''(0*'!3..-(&&!'$%&!A3*!:B!'-37%1A!'$(!.(/(+,*0(1'!,2!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!%1!
'$(!4(&'!5,3&'@!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CD@!P:%.@8!C@!
!!
"F@!I+:=-A(-8!/2,++&1"$%&''(#)1$*-'$!"#&)$F?1&2@!
"C@!P:%.@8!"F]@!
!
!!
CE!
H+(11!H-3$30!%1!$%&!:,,<!!"#$7*9#$K)#+,-$%&''(#$.%&7=&&(&!'$(!(/,+='%,1!,2!
'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!=*!',!'$(!*-(&(1'!.3B!31.!3..-(&&(&!'$(!d-(+3'%,1&$%*!
:('9((1!'$(!03%1'(1317(!,2!'$(!H3(+%7!&,=1.!%1!'$(!*+3B%1A!&'B+(!31.!'$(!
377(+(-3'(.!.(7+%1(!,2!'$(!H3(+%7!+31A=3A(d@""!H-3$30!&'3'(&!'$3'!$%&!-(&(3-7$!%&!
d3:,/(!3++!3!0=&%7%31G&!,='+,,<d"M_!'$%&!%&!3!=&(2=+!3**-,37$!'$3'!'%(&!%1!9%'$!0B!
(3-+%(-!.%&7=&&%,1!,2!3='$(1'%7%'B@!#$,&(!9$,!.('(-0%1(!3='$(1'%7%'B!3-(!'$,&(!
9$,!3-(!37'%/(+B!(1A3A%1A!%1!'$(!'-3.%'%,1@!H-3$30G&!&'=.B!,2!'$(!%0*37'!,2!
A+,:3+!%12+=(17(&!,1!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!%1!53*(!V-(',1!.(0,1&'-3'(&!'$(!0=+'%;
237('(.!&'3'=&!,2!%'!%1!'$(!7=--(1'!.3B!9$%+&'!3'!'$(!&30(!'%0(!*+37(&!3!&'-,1A!
(0*$3&%&!,1!*3&'!A(1(-3'%,1&!,2!*+3B(-&!9$,!9(-(!(0%1(1'!%1!*3&&%1A!,1!'$(!
'=1(&!',!B,=1A(-!*+3B(-&@!!
!
#$(!7,17(*'!,2!&'B+(!%&!7,1'%1=,=&+B!-(2(--(.!',!%1!'$(!7,1'()'!,2!2%..+%1A!31.!
%1!'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!%1!A(1(-3+@!P1.((.8!&,0(!,2!'$(!3%0&!,2!'$%&!'$(&%&!3-(!',!
()*+,-(!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!&'B+(8!'$(!.%+='%,1!,2!-(A%,13+!&'B+(&8!31.!A+,:3+!
%12+=(17(&!%12,-0%1A!'$(!*(-2,-0317(!&'B+(&!,2!7=--(1'!.3B!*+3B(-&@!K3-!2-,0!
'-B%1A!',!.(2%1(!&'B+(!,-!-%1A;2(17(!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!=1.(-!,1(!
$(3.%1A8!%'!%&!0,-(!3**-,*-%3'(!',!.(0,1&'-3'(!'$(!.%/(-&%'%(&!30,1A&'!2%..+(!
*+3B(-&@!J,9(/(-8!%1!,-.(-!',!.,!'$3'8!%'!9,=+.!:(!$(+*2=+!',!$3/(!3!2,-0!,2!
.(&7-%:%1A!'$(!*(-2,-0317(!&'B+(!,2!3!*+3B(-!9%'$!-(2(-(17(!',!'$(!'(7$1%73+!
2(3'=-(&!'$3'!2,-0!'$(%-!.%&'%17'%/(!&,=1.!31.!.%&'%1A=%&$(&!'$(0!2-,0!31,'$(-!
*+3B(-@!>%3++!Z((A31G&!3-'%7+(!d#$(!U3-30('(-&!,2!6'B+(!%1!P-%&$!#-3.%'%,13+!T=&%7d!
3..-(&&(&!'$%&!%&&=(!31.!*-,/%.(&!3!=&(2=+!:-(3<.,91!,2!7,0*,1(1'&!9$%7$!
7,1&'-=7'!&'B+(_!()30*+(&!%17+=.(!,-130(1'3'%,18!*$-3&%1A8!3-'%7=+3'%,18!31.!
-(*(-',%-(@"N!I+'$,=A$!'$%&!A%/(&!'$(!0=&%7,+,A%&'!3!0(31&!,2!:-(3<%1A!.,91!'$(!
7,0*,1(1'&!',!.%&7,/(-!'$(!03<(;=*!,2!3!&,=1.8!%'!&$,=+.!1,'!:(!7,1&%.(-(.!
.(2%1%'%/(!:B!31B!0(31&@!Z((A31!$%0&(+2!&'3'(&X!
!
P1!'$(!313+B&%&!9(!731!+,&(!'$(!'$%1A!9(!+,/(!31.!%1'(-37'!9%'$8!'$%&!0=&%7!
%&!,:/%,=&+B!0,-(!'$31!3!&=0!,2!%'&!*3-'&!31.!'$%&!&,-'!,2!*-,7(&&!731!+,&(!%'&!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
""@!H+(11!H-3$308!!"#$7*9#$K)#+,-$%&''(#=$F*O&-;$*-'$F*&-+*&-&-;$!)*'&+&,-!`6B.1(BX!53*(!
V-(',1!c1%/(-&%'B!U-(&&8!"FFWb@!!
"M@!P:%.@6$CE@!!
!
"N@!>%3++!Z((A318!d#$(!U3-30('(-&!,2!6'B+(!%1!P-%&$!#-3.%'%,13+!T=&%78d!0->"#*)U$W,?)-*($,.$0)&1"$
F?1&2$*-'$E*-2#$C8!1,@!C!`"FCFbX!QM;DQ8!377(&&(.!I=A=&'!W8!"FCN8!
$''*Xgg999@%-%&$9,-+.373.(0B@%(g%1:$(3-g/,+=0(;Cg1;<((A31g/C;%C;1;<((A31;0(1=@$'0+@!
!
!!
CQ!
'-=(!0=&%73+8!&,7%3+!31.!7=+'=-3+!%0*37'@!J,9(/(-8!3&!3!',,+!',!.(/(+,*!,=-!
%1.%/%.=3+!*(-2,-0317(!*-37'%7(!%'!731!:(!%1/3+=3:+(@!P'!%&!3+&,!%1/3+=3:+(!
2,-!0=&%7,+,A%&'&!3''(0*'%1A!',!(1A3A(!9%'$!13'%/(!&'-=7'=-(&!2,-!3&&(&&%1A!
31.!377,=1'%1A!2,-!*(-2,-0317(@!T31B!7,1'(0*,-3-B!*(-2,-0(-&!1((.!',!
:(7,0(!0=&%7,+,A%&'&!%1!,-.(-!',!.(/(+,*!'$(%-!*(-2,-0317(!*-37'%7(!31.!
()30%1(!$,9!'$(&(!'(7$1%73+!*3-30('(-&!,2!&'B+(!3-(!031%2(&'!%1!'$(%-!,91!
0=&%7!31.!03<(!.(7%&%,1&!3:,='!'$(!(22(7'!,2!&=7$!'(7$1%^=(!,1!'$(%-!&'B+(!
31.!$,9!'$(%-!=&(!731!3..8!,-!&=:'-37'8!2-,0!9$3'!'$(B!931'!',!37$%(/(!%1!
*(-2,-0317(@"E!
!
#$(!1,'%,1!,2!&'B+(!:-%1A&!0(!',!'$(!&=:[(7'!,2!-(A%,13+!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1&@!P1!31!
3A(!,2!A+,:3+%&3'%,1!+(&&!3''(1'%,1!%&!*3%.!',!-(A%,13+!2%..+(!&'B+(&8!31.!%'!9,=+.!
3**(3-!'$3'!-(A%,13+!2%..+(!&'B+(&!3-(!%1!.(7+%1(@!#$(-(!&((0&!',!:(!0=7$!0,-(!
.%&7=&&%,1!,1!-(A%,13+!2%..+(!&'B+(&!%1!P-%&$!'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!7,0*3-(.!',!'$3'!%1!
67,'+31.@!Z((A31G&!3-'%7+(!dR('!H,!,2!'$(!R31A=3A(!,2!'$(!U3&'d!%1!!"#$W,?)-*($,.$
F?1&2$^=(&'%,1&!'$(!1,'%,1!,2!-(A%,13+!&'B+(!3&!:(%1A!&,0('$%1A!,2!3!0B'$X!!
!
4(!3-(![=.A%1A!'$(!/3+=(!,2!1(9!0=&%7!377,-.%1A!',!%03A%1(.!*3&'!
*-37'%7(&8!*(-2,-0317(&!-,,'(.!%1!(3-+%(-!*(-2,-0317(&8!,2!%7,1%78!
*(-2,-0(-&!9$,!'$(0&(+/(&!$3/(!$3.!'$(%-!0=&%7!-,,'(.!!!:B!,'$(-&!!!%1!
7(-'3%1!-(A%,1&@"Q!
!
O3%'$j!Z(3-1(B!3+&,!.%&7=&&(&!'$(!1,'%,1!,2!-(A%,13+!&'B+(&!%1!d#,93-.&!3!S(A%,13+!
c1.(-&'31.%1A!,2!P-%&$!#-3.%'%,13+!T=&%7d!31.!%.(1'%2%(&!%1.%/%.=3+&!3&!d%0*,-'31'!
2,-7(&!%1!'$(!.(/(+,*0(1'!31.!7$31A(&!%1!-(A%,13+!&'B+(&@"W!T=7$!,2!'$(!
+%'(-3'=-(!%&!2,7=&(.!,1!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!,2!P-(+31._!$,9(/(-8!'$(-(!3-(!031B!
&%0%+3-%'%(&!:('9((1!P-%&$!31.!67,''%&$!'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!&,!%'!9,=+.!&((0!
3**-,*-%3'(!',!.%&7=&&!'$(0!%1!7,1[=17'%,1!9%'$!(37$!,'$(-@!
!
P1!-(7(1'!B(3-&!#$(!?+*$%1&',1(!P1&'%'='(!$3&!*=:+%&$(.!2,=-!/,+=0(&!,2!%&''(#$
*-'$E*-2#$/+?'&#1$.),8$*),?-'$+"#$B,)+"$D+(*-+&2_!(37$!/,+=0(!%&!31!%0*,-'31'!
7,1'-%:='%,1!',!'$(!&'=.B!,2!2%..+(!0=&%7!37-,&&!'$(!9,-+.!%1!'$(!"C&'!5(1'=-B@!
k,+=0(!'9,8!E)&:&-;$+"#$K,C8$7,1&%&'&!,2!(&&3B&!7,/(-%1A!3!-31A(!,2!',*%7&!2-,0!
3='$(1'%7%'B!%1!53*(!V-(',1!2%..+(!0=&%7!31.!.317(!',!'$(!-,+(!,2!-$B'$0!%1!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"E@!P:%.@8!DN@!
!
"Q@!>%3++!Z((A318!dR('!H,!,2!'$(!R31A=3A(!,2!'$(!U3&'8d!!"#$W,?)-*($,.$F?1&28!O(7(0:(-!C8!
"FFD8!377(&&(.!I=A=&'!C]8!"FCN8!$''*Xgg[,=-13+,20=&%7@7,0g2,7=&g+(';A,;+31A=3A(;*3&'@!
!
"W@!O3%'$j!Z(3-1(B8!d#,93-.&!3!S(A%,13+!c1.(-&'31.%1A!,2!P-%&$!#-3.%'%,13+!T=&%78d!`*3*(-!
*-(&(1'(.!3'!'$(!6,7%('B!2,-!T=&%7,+,AB!%1!P-(+31.G&!"1.!I11=3+!U,&'A-3.=3'(!6'=.(1'&!!
5,12(-(17(8!T3B1,,'$8!P-(+31.8!\31=-3-B!"N8!"FFDb8!"@!
!!
CW!
'-3.%'%,13+!P-%&$!2%..+%1A@!H-(A,-B!\@!O,-7$3<G&!7$3*'(-!%1!'$%&!/,+=0(8!d#$(!
2,-03'%,1!,2!3='$(1'%7%'B!9%'$%1!2,+<!'-3.%'%,1X!3!73&(!&'=.B!,2!53*(!V-(',1!
2%..+%1Ad8!()30%1(&!'$(!:,=1.3-%(&!9$%7$!.('(-0%1(!3='$(1'%7%'B!31.!$,9!
:,=1.3-%(&!3-(!d37'%/(+B!.('(-0%1(.!:B!7,00=1%'B!*3-'%7%*3'%,1d@"]!#$%&!'%(&!%1!
9%'$!'$(!^=(&'%,1!,2!3='$(1'%7%'B!9%'$%1!0B!,91!&'=.B!%1!'$(!7,1'()'!,2!'$(!4(&'!
5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!31.!'$(!%.(3!'$3'!-(A%,13+!&'B+(&!-(*-(&(1'!9$3'!03B!:(!
7,1&%.(-(.!31!3='$(1'%7!2,-0!,2!'$(!'-3.%'%,18!:='!%1!-(3+%'B!'$(-(!3-(!031B!
0,-(!/3-%31'&!31.!&'-31.&!,2!&'B+(&!9$%7$!03<(!=*!9$3'!%&!=+'%03'(+B!3!+%/%1A!
'-3.%'%,1@!!
!
#$(!1,'%,1!,2!-(A%,13+!&'B+(!%1!'$(!O,1(A3+!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!%&!3+&,!.%&7=&&(.!%1!
R%e!O,$(-'BG&!7$3*'(-!dP1%&$,9(1!=17,/(-(.X!2=-'$(-!&'-31.&!,2!'$(!O,1(A3+!2%..+(!
'-3.%'%,1d!%1!7),11&-;$V:#)=$.&''(#$*-'$'*-2#$1+?'&#1$.),8$*),?-'$+"#$B,)+"$
D+(*-+&2$X@!O,$(-'B!.%&0%&&(&!'$(!%.(3!,2!-(A%,13+!&'B+(!3&!3!$,0,A(1,=&!&,=1.!
9$(-(:B!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!731!:(!73'(A,-%e(.!=1.(-!'$(!$(3.%1A!,2!'$(%-!7(-'3%1!
-(A%,1@"D!S(A%,13+!&'B+(!%&!3!7,0*+()!03''(-!31.!731!,2'(1!.(1,'(!1(A3'%/%'B!%1!
'$(!&(1&(!'$3'!-(A%,13+!&'B+(!731!&=AA(&'!7,12%1(0(1'!31.!3!1((.!',!.(2%1(!
&,0('$%1A@!P!'$%1<!%'!%&!%0*,-'31'!',!1,'(!'$3'!&7$,+3-&8!0,-(!&,!',.3B8!3-(!
%1'(-(&'(.!%1!3!0=+'%;237('(.!*%7'=-(!,2!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1&!31.!.,!1,'!&'-%/(!',!
.(2%1(!&'B+(!3&!,1(!$,0,A(1,=&!(1'%'B@!P'!03B!:(!0,-(!=&(2=+!1,'!',!^=(&'%,1!
9$('$(-!-(A%,13+!&'B+(&!37'=3++B!.,!()%&'!:='!-3'$(-!$,9!'$(B!.(/(+,*(.!%1',!'$(!
*-(&(1'!.3B!31.!$,98!,-!%28!'$(B!3-(!&'%++!*-(&(1'!%1!3!+%/%1A!'-3.%'%,1!%1!9$%7$!
'$(!:,=1.3-%(&!3-(!:+=--%1A!.=(!',!A+,:3+%&3'%,1@!!
!
#$(!'$%-.!/,+=0(!%1!'$%&!&(-%(&$J,?+#1!*-'$J,,+1$7,1&%&'&!,2!%1&%A$'2=+!(&&3B&!
3++!2-,0!3!/(-B!0,.(-1!*(-&*(7'%/(!',!.(0,1&'-3'(!3!7=--(1'!=1.(-&'31.%1A!,2!
'$(!2%..+(!31.!.317(!'-3.%'%,1&!31.!'$(!'-31&2,-03'%,1!,2!'$(0!'$-,=A$!
*-,7(&&(&!,2!A+,:3+%&3'%,1!31.!$%&',-%73+!%12+=(17(&@!?003!>%),18!%1!$(-!7$3*'(-!
d#$(!#-31&0%&&%,1!,2!6'B+(!%1!67,''%&$!K%..+%1Ad8!()*+,-(&!'$(!-(/%/3+!,2!67,''%&$!
'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!31.!'$(!0('$,.&!,2!'(37$%1A!9$%7$!23/,=-!3=-3+!'-31&0%&&%,1!
,/(-!1,'3'%,1@!>%),1!&=AA(&'&!'$3'!:B!23/,=-%1A!3=-3+!0('$,.&8!d'$(-(!%&!0,-(!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"]@!H-(A,-B!\@!O,-7$3<8!d#$(!2,-03'%,1!,2!3='$(1'%7%'B!9%'$%1!2,+<!'-3.%'%,1X!3!73&(!&'=.B!,2!
53*(!V-(',1!2%..+%1A8d!%1!E)&:&-;$+"#$K,C=$.&''(#$*-'$'*-2#$1+?'&#1$.),8$*),?-'$+"#$B,)+"$
D+(*-+&2$L6$(.@!P31!S=&&(++!31.!T3-B!I11(!I+:=-A(-!`I:(-.((1X!#$(!?+*$%1&',1(!P1&'%'='(8!"FF]b8!
CEM@!!!
"D@!O,$(-'B8!dP1%&$,9(1!=17,/(-(.X!2=-'$(-!&'-31.&!,2!'$(!O,1(A3+!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,18d!C]N;CDD@!
!!
C]!
*,'(1'%3+!2,-!(/,+='%,1!31.!7$31A(!%1!&'B+(d@MF!#$%&!%&!31!%1'(-(&'%1A!&'-31.!9$%7$!
%&!2=-'$(-!()30%1(.!:B!5$-%&!6',1(!%1!$%&!7$3*'(-!d#-3.%'%,1!31.!5-(3'%/%'BX!'$(!
S,,'&!31.!S,='(&!,2!2%..+(-!I%.31!iG!S,=-<(d!9$(-(!$(!.%&7=&&(&!'$(!*(-2,-0317(!
&'B+(!,2!iGS,=-<(!31.!&$,9&8!2,-!()30*+(8!$,9!$(!=&(&!d%.(1'%2%3:+(!67,''%&$!
2%..+(!'(7$1%^=(&!31.!7$31A(&!'$(%-!0=&%73+!2=17'%,1!',!(13:+(!$%0!',!3..!
.(*'$8!'()'=-(8!31.!.-%/(!',!'$(!0=&%7d@MC!P11,/3'%,1!%&!3!7,17(*'!'$3'!%&!/(-B!
0=7$!3**3-(1'!%1!'$%&!.%&7=&&%,18!31.!%'!%&!3!'(-0!9$%7$!P!9%++!-(2(-!',!+3'(-!%1!
'$%&!'$(&%&!9%'$!-(A3-.&!',!'$(!*(-2,-0317(!*-37'%7(!,2!&,0(!,2!'$(!2%..+(!
*+3B(-&!%1'(-/%(9(.!.=-%1A!0B!-(&(3-7$@!
!
#$(!*=-*,&(!,2!'$%&!7$3*'(-!93&!',!3..-(&&!'$(!03'(-%3+!'$3'!$3&!3+-(3.B!:((1!
9-%''(1!,1!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1&!%1!67,'+31.@!4%'$%1!'$%&8!P!$3/(!37<1,9+(.A(.!
03'(-%3+!9-%''(1!,1!'$(!,-3+!31.!:3A*%*(!'-3.%'%,1&!3&!%1'-%1&%7!',!31!
=1.(-&'31.%1A!,2!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,18!31.!P!$3/(!3+&,!3..-(&&(.!'$(!
-(+3'%,1&$%*!:('9((1!:3A*%*%1A!31.!2%..+(!0=&%7@!4%'$%1!'$(!$%&',-%73+!13--3'%/(!
,2!67,''%&$!2%..+(!0=&%78!P!$3/(!1,'(.!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!%1!*3-'%7=+3-!3&!'$(!
.,0%131'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!31.!$3/(!%.(1'%2%(.!3!A3*!%1!'$(!&'=.B!,2!'$(!4(&'!
5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1@!P!3%0!',!2%++!3!*-,*,-'%,1!,2!'$%&!A3*!:B!*-(&(1'%1A!3!'$(&%&!
'$3'!()*+,-(&!'$(!.(/(+,*0(1'!,2!'$%&!'-3.%'%,1!3&!9(++!3&!'$(!7$31A(&!'$3'!$3/(!
&$3*(.!%'&!()%&'(17(!',.3B@!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
(
(
(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
MF@!?003!>%),18!d#$(!'-31&0%&&%,1!,2!&'B+(!%1!67,''%&$!2%..+%1A8d!%1!J,?+#1$Y$J,,+1=$.&''(#$*-'$
'*-2#$1+?'&#1$.),8$*),?-'$+"#$B,)+"$D+(*-+&2$Z6$(.@!P31!S=&&(++!31.!5$-%&!H,(-'e(1!`I:(-.((1X!
#$(!?+*$%1&',1(!P1&'%'='(8!"FC"b8!CC]@!
MC@!5$-%&!6',1(8!d#-3.%'%,1!31.!7-(3'%/%'BX!'$(!-,,'&!31.!-,='(&!,2!2%..+(-!I%.31!iG!S,=-<(8d!%1!
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#$(-(!%&!3!9%.(!&(+(7'%,1!,2!-(7,-.%1A&!,2!K3-^=$3-!*+3B%1A!,1!!,>*&)$*-$
E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#1!-(7,-.(.!:B!('$1,A-3*$(-&!2-,0!'$(!67$,,+!,2!67,''%&$!
6'=.%(&!2-,0!'$(!CDEFG&!,193-.&@!i1(!,2!'$(!0,&'!%1'(-(&'%1A!-(7,-.%1A&!%&!31!
%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(!,1!'$(!J%A$+31.!&'B+(!,2!2%..+(!*+3B%1A!31.!'$(!
%12+=(17(!,2!'$(!*%*(!31.!H3(+%7!&,1A!'-3.%'%,1&X!
!
P1'(-/%(9(-!CX!4$3'!P!2,=1.!/(-B!*-,0%1(1'!9$(1!P!730(!$(-(!93&!'$(!
3.,*'%,1!,2!*%*(!&(''%1A!2,-!03-7$(&!31.!3+&,!%1!-((+&!&,0('%0(&8!31.!P!
'$%1<!',!'$(!+,73+&!%'G&!0,-(!3''-37'%/(@!
!
P1'(-/%(9(-!"X!O,!B,=!'$%1<!'$%&!$3&!3+93B&!:((1!'$(!73&(h!
K3-^=$3-!T37S3(X!i$!P!'$%1<!&,!B(&@!#$(!2%..+(!%1!'$%&!3-(3!2,++,9&!,1!2-,0!
'$(!*%*(!'=1(&@E"!
!
K3-^=$3-!A,(&!,1!',!.(&7-%:(!$,9!$(!dA(1(-3'(.!$%&!,91!&'B+(!2-,0!+%&'(1%1A!',!
.%22(-(1'!2%..+(-&!31.!*%*(-&dXEM!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
EC@!6$,13!T37T%++318!dI!J%A$+31.!H(1'+(031X!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(8!'$(!S,&$/(1!K%..+(-8d!%&''(#)$
F*;*\&-#8!T3-7$!C8!"FF]8!377(&&(.!I=A=&'!"Q8!"FCN8!
$''*Xgg999@2%..+(@7,0gI-'%7+(&@*3A(hI-'%7+(POmCWD]MaP1.()mC"@!
!
E"@!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(8!dI!.%&7=&&%,1!,1!'$(!J%A$+31.!&'B+(!,2!2%..+(!*+3B%1A8d!!,>*&)$*-$
E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#18!CDWC8!377(&&(.!I=A=&'!"Q8!"FCN8!
$''*Xgg999@',:3-31.=3+7$3%&@7,@=<g(1g2=++-(7,-.g]MNQ]gC"@!!
!
EM@!P:%.@!
!
!!
"]!
!
K3-^=$3-!T37S3(X!P!+%&'(1(.!',!-(7,-.&!+%<(!67,''!6<%11(-!31.!J(7',-!
T7I1.-(9!31.!/3-%,=&!2%..+(-&!31.!9,-<(.!393B!2-,0!'$(-(@!
P1'(-/%(9(-!CX!I1.!.%.!B,=!+%&'(1!,2'(1!',!'$(!*%*(&h!
KTSX!i$!B(&8!/(-B!%1'(-(&'(.!%1!'$(!*%*(&@EN!
!
P'!%&!9,-'$!1,'%1A!'$3'!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!,='9%'$!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!31.!*%*%1A!
'-3.%'%,1&!%12+=(17(.!K3-^=$3-_!$(!93&!,*(1!',!,'$(-!&'B+(&!31.!-(*(-',%-(!&=7$!
3&!'$3'!,2!67,''!6<%11(-G&!3+'$,=A$!$(!A(1(-3'(.!$%&!,91!&'B+(!,2!*+3B%1A!'$(0!
9$%7$!93&!/(-B!0=7$!%12+=(17(.!:B!*%*%1A!31.!H3(+%7!&,1A@!K3-^=$3-!03B!$3/(!
:((1!%12+=(17(.!:B!67,''!6<%11(-!%1!'$(!0311(-!%1!9$%7$!$(!='%+%&(.!7+3&&%73+!
'(7$1%^=(!0,-(!,2'(1!3&&,7%3'(.!9%'$!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!&'B+(!&=7$!3&!/%:-3',!31.!
'$%-.!*,&%'%,1_!'$%&!%&!*3-'%7=+3-+B!(/%.(1'!%1!$%&!-(1.%'%,1!,2!'$(!H3(+%7!&,1A!dI1!
I'3%-(37$.!o-.d!`#$(!6=-A(!,2!'$(!6(3b!9-%''(1!:B!O,13+.!T37P/(-@EE!K3-^=$3-!
.%&*+3B&!7,1&%.(-3:+(!'(7$1%73+!3:%+%'B!%1!*+3B%1A!%1!$%A$!*,&%'%,1&!31.!-('3%1&!3!
2=++!',1(!'$-,=A$,='!3%.(.!:B!'$(!=&(!,2!/%:-3',@!K%..+(-&!,2!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!.%.!
1,'!7,00,1+B!=&(!/%:-3',_!%1.((.8!I1A=&!H-31'!-(73++&!,1+B!,1(!*+3B(-!9$,!=&(.!
%'!%1!$%&!B,='$@EQ!I+'$,=A$!K3-^=$3-!93&!&(+2;'3=A$'8!%1!31!%1'(-/%(9!,1!!,>*&)$*-$
E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#1!$(!-(73++&!-(7(%/%1A!3!+(&&,1!2-,0!31!I0(-%731!&,+.%(-!
.=-%1A!'$(!6(7,1.!4,-+.!43-X!
!
#$%&!7$3*8!$(!93&!3!=$&')4##2)"50'$&/!3!/%,+%1%&'@!J(!730(!',!'$(!$,=&(!
31.!$(!.%.1G'!$3/(!3!2%..+(!9%'$!$%0@!!J(!93&!/(-B!%1'(-(&'(.!%1!'$(!
67,''%&$!0=&%78!31.!$(!9(1'!',!K,-'!4%++%30!31.!$(!:,=A$'!67,''%&$!0=&%7!
:,,<&@!J(!'3=A$'!0(!',!-(3.!'$(!1,'(&8!9(++8!-,=A$+B@EW!
!
K3-^=$3-!-(2(-&!',!'$(!&,+.%(-!3&!3!/%,+%1%&'_!'$%&!&=AA(&'&!'$3'!$(!93&!3!7+3&&%73+!
'-3%1(.!*+3B(-@!P'!%&!*,&&%:+(!'$3'!K3-^=$3-!93&!%12+=(17(.!:B!$%0!',!&,0(!()'(1'!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
EN@!P:%.@!!
!
EE@!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(8!dI1!I'3%-(37$.!o-.8d!!,>*&)$*-$E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#18!CD]Q8!377(&&(.!
6(*'(0:(-!"8!"FCN8!$''*Xgg999@',:3-31.=3+7$3%&@7,@=<g2=++-(7,-.g]WD]WgC@!
!
EQ@!I1A=&!H-31'8!+(''(-!',!3='$,-@!
!
EW@!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(8!dI!.%&7=&&%,1!,1!9$3'!$3&!%12+=(17(.!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(G&!&'B+(8d!!,>*&)$
*-$E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#18!CDWC8!377(&&(.!6(*'(0:(-!"8!"FCN8!
$''*Xgg999@',:3-31.=3+7$3%&@7,@=<g2=++-(7,-.g]MNWNgC@!
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31.!03B!$3/(!+(3-1(.!&,0(!7+3&&%73+!'(7$1%^=(!2-,0!$%08!3&!(/%.(1'!%1!dI1!
I'3%-(37$.!o-.d@!P1!3!&'B+(!7+,&(+B!23&$%,1(.!',!H3(+%7!&%1A%1A8!K3-^=$3-!3**+%(&!
+,'&!,2!-=:3',!3+0,&'!3&!'$,=A$!$(!%&!0%0%7<%1A!'$(!:-(3'$&!,2!3!&%1A(-@!
!
K3-^=$3-G&!*(-2,-0317(!&'B+(!%&!&%0%+3-!',!'$(!2%..+(-&!3+-(3.B!.%&7=&&(.!%1!
'(-0&!,2!-(*(-',%-(8!,-130(1'3'%,18!31.!:,9%1A@!P1!,1(!-(7,-.%1A!K3-^=$3-!*+3B&!
3!"gN!*%*(!03-7$!9%'$!'$(!2+3''(1(.!W'$!31.!A-37(!1,'(&!3&!9(++!3&!'$(!=&(!,2!3!
&0,,'$!:,9_!3+'$,=A$8!K3-^=$3-!,773&%,13++B!=&(&!/%:-3',!%1!'$(!03-7$!31.!
&'-3'$&*(B!%1!3!&'B+(!'$3'!%&!+(&&!&%0%+3-!',!'$(!2%..+(-&!32,-(!0(1'%,1(.@!J(!
.(0,1&'-3'(&!7,1&%.(-3:+(!'(7$1%73+!3:%+%'B!%1!$%&!-(1.%'%,1!,2!'$(!-((+!dT-&!
T37U$(-&,1!,2!P1/(-31d8!9$%7$!93&!,-%A%13++B!9-%''(1!,1!'$(!*%*(&!31.!-(^=%-(&!
'-%7<B!2%1A(-!*3''(-1&!9$(1!*+3B(.!,1!'$(!2%..+(X!2,-!()30*+(8!H!',!5n!,1!'$(!?!
31.!I!&'-%1A!`+,9!&(7,1.!2%1A(-!,1!'$(!?!&'-%1A!',!$%A$!&(7,1.!2%1A(-!,1!'$(!I!
&'-%1Ab@E]!K=-'$(-!.%&7=&&%,1!%1!'$%&!%1'(-/%(9!()*+,-(&!'$(!%.(3!'$3'!&'B+(!%&!
%1$(-%'(.X!
!
P1'(-/%(9(-X!P!$3/(!3!$=17$!'$3'!&'B+(!%&!1,'!&,!0=7$!3.3*'(.!,-!3.,*'(.8!
:='!'$3'!B,=G-(!:,-1!%1!,1(@!Y,=!2%1.!3!23'$(-!31.!&,1!9%'$!'$(!&30(!&'B+(_!
9$('$(-!$(G&!3.,*'(.!%'!2-,0!'$(!23'$(-!%&!31,'$(-!03''(-@!
!
K3-^=$3-!T37S3(X!P'G&!&,-'!,2!%1$(-%'(.@ED!
!
#$(!%.(3!'$3'!0=&%73+!&'B+(!%&!%1$(-%'(.!%&!7,1&'-%7'%/(!%1!'$(!&(1&(!'$3'!%'!&'-%/(&!
',!-(%2B!'$(!1,'%,1!,2!&'B+(@!J,9(/(-8!P!9,=+.!3++=.(!',!'$(!1,'%,1!'$3'!
0=&%73+%'B!.,(&8!,1!&,0(!+(/(+8!-=1!%1!230%+%(&!31.!3&!H-3$30!&'3'(&!dA(1('%7!
*-(.%&*,&%'%,1!&$,=+.!1,'!:(!.%&0%&&(.d@QF!K3-^=$3-!$%0&(+2!&'3'(&!'$3'!$%&!23'$(-!
.%.!1,'!*+3B!:='!93&!0=&%73+!%1!'$(!93B!%1!9$%7$!$(!7,=+.!d.%..+(d!3!1=0:(-!,2!
'=1(&_!&,0(!,2!9$%7$!K3-^=$3-!*%7<(.!=*!.%-(7'+B!2-,0!$%0!&,!%'!%&!+%<(+B!'$3'!$%&!
&'B+(!93&8!,1!&,0(!+(/(+8!%12+=(17(.!:B!$%&!23'$(-@!i2'(1!3!0=&%73+!'-3.%'%,1!.,(&!
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E]@!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(8!d6'%-+%1A&$%-(!T%+%'%3g631.B!530(-,1gT-&!T37*$(-&,1!,2!P1/(-318d!
!,>*&)$*-$E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#18!CDWC8!377(&&(.!6(*'(0:(-!"8!"FCN8!
$''*Xgg999@',:3-31.=3+7$3%&@7,@=<g2=++-(7,-.g]MNWFgC@ 
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ED@!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(8!dI!.%&7=&&%,1!,1!'$(!J%A$+31.!&'B+(!,2!2%..+(!*+3B%1A8d!!,>*&)$*-$
E?(2"*&1HI&1+$,$J&2"#1@!
!
QF@!H-3$308!d53*(!V-(',1!K%..+(!T=&%78d!CE"@!
!
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MF!
-=1!%1!230%+%(&8!31.!%'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!'$(!0=&%73+!'-3.%'%,1!
93&!<(*'!3+%/(!:B!'$,&(!9$,!$3.!3!+,/(!,2!'$(!0=&%7!31.!$31.(.!%'!.,91!',!'$(%-!
7$%+.-(1!9$,!13'=-3++B!.(/(+,*(.!3!&'B+(!&%0%+3-!',!9$3'!'$(B!$(3-.!2-,0!,+.(-!
A(1(-3'%,1&@!P'!%&!3+&,!9,-'$!1,'%1A!'$3'!%1&'-=0(1'&!9(-(!1,'!(3&%+B!,:'3%1(.!
*3-'%7=+3-+B!%1!0,-(!%&,+3'(.!3-(3&!&=7$!3&!'$(!4(&'(-1!P&+(&8!&,!%2!3!230%+B!9(-(!
2,-'=13'(!',!,91!3!2%..+(!%'!9,=+.!+%<(+B!:(!*3&&(.!.,91!',!'$(!1()'!A(1(-3'%,1@!
#$%&!03B!$(+*!',!()*+3%1!9$B!'$(-(!%&!+(&&!,2!3!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!%1!'$%&!-(A%,1!
7,0*3-(.!9%'$!'$3'!,2!'$(!*%*%1A!'-3.%'%,1!9$%7$!7,1'%1=(&!',!.,0%13'(!:(73=&(!
:37<!'$(1!2%..+(&!9(-(!.%22%7=+'!',!7,0(!:B@!#$%&!3**(3-&!',!:(!'$(!73&(!%1!,'$(-!
3-(3&!,2!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!9$(-(!*%*%1A!*-(.,0%13'(.@!#$%&!%1!'=-1!03B!,22(-!31!
()*+313'%,1!3&!',!9$B!'$(!2%..+(!&'B+(!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!%&!&,!$(3/%+B!%12+=(17(.!
:B!*%*%1A_!%1!3-(3&!&=7$!3&!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!31.!6$('+31.8!2,-!()30*+(8!'$(!2%..+(!
93&!`%&b!()'-(0(+B!*,*=+3-!&,!13'=-3++B!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!',,<!%12+=(17(!2-,0!,'$(-!
2%..+(-&!31.8!%1!'=-18!.(/(+,*(.!3!&'B+(!9$%7$!93&!=1%^=(!',!'$(!2=17'%,1!,2!'$(!
%1&'-=0(1'@!P1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!'$(-(!9(-(!2(9(-!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!',!%12+=(17(!,1(!
31,'$(-!&,!%'!%&!+%<(+B!'$3'!2%..+(-&!',,<!%12+=(17(!2-,0!'$(!%1&'-=0(1'!'$(B!$(3-.!
0,&'X!'$(!*%*(&_!'$%&!03B!:(!9$B!'$(B!=&(.!+(&&!%1!'$(!93B!,2!'=1(&!%1!'$(!2+3'!
<(B&8!.,=:+(!&',**%1A8!31.!2%1A(-:,3-.!*,&%'%,1&@!
!
P1!'$(!0311(-!%1!9$%7$!377(1'&!/3-B!2-,0!.%&'-%7'!',!.%&'-%7'8!&,!.,(&!0=&%7!%1!
.%22(-(1'!-(A%,1&@!P'!%&!*,&&%:+(!',!7$31A(!31!377(1'8!3&!%'!%&!*,&&%:+(!',!7$31A(!
&'B+(!31.!:(!%12+=(17(.!:B!,'$(-&@!P1!$%&!B,='$8!K3-^=$3-!$3.!+%0%'(.!377(&&!',!
,'$(-!A(1-(&!,2!0=&%7!7,0*3-(.!9%'$!1,93.3B&8!31.!$%&!&'B+(8!&$3*(.!:B!$%&!
A(,A-3*$%73+!&=--,=1.%1A&8!+,73+!0=&%73+!7,0*31%,1&8!31.!*+3B%1A!2,-!7(%+%.$!
.317(&8!2(3'=-(&!7,00,1!&'B+%&'%7!'-3%'&!&B1,1B0,=&!9%'$!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!
'-3.%'%,1!31.!731!:(!7,1&%.(-(.!31!,+.!&'B+(!%1!'$(!0311(-!%1!9$%7$!%'!93&!
=13+'(-(.!:B!,='&%.(!A(1-(&@!
!
#$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,18!%1!7,0*3-%&,1!9%'$!,'$(-!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1&8!
$3&!1,'!*-,.=7(.!'$(!&30(!73+%:-(!,2!*+3B(-&!',!'$(!()'(1'!,2!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!
230(.!2,-!*+3B(-&!&=7$!3&!4%++%30!T3-&$3++!31.!\30(&!67,''!6<%11(-@!#$%&!03B!:(!
3''-%:='(.!',!'$(!237'!'$3'!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!93&8!3'!:(&'8!31!
303'(=-!*-37'%7(!2,-!2%..+(!*+3B(-&_!'$%&!%&!1,'!',!&3B!'$(B!9(-(!+(&&!3:+(!,-!
!!
MC!
'3+(1'(.!:='8!0,-(!&,8!'$3'!'$(B!'-(3'(.!%'!3&!3!&,7%3+!*3&'%0(!3&!,**,&(.!',!3!
*-,2(&&%,1@!I1A=&!H-31'!93&!'$(!2%-&'!2%..+(!*+3B(-!2-,0!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!',!
37$%(/(!-(7,A1%'%,1!31.!7,0*('%'%,1!&=77(&&!,='9%'$!'$(!>3'%,13+!Tp.!$3/%1A!
9,1!3!7,0*('%'%,1!3'!'$(!V+3%-A,9-%(!K,+<!K(&'%/3+!31.!-(+(3&(.!$%&!2%-&'!3+:=0!%1!
CDWW@QC!J%&!&=77(&&!&$,1(!'$(!&*,'+%A$'!:37<!,1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!J%A$+31.!2%..+(!
'-3.%'%,18!9$%7$!$3.8!=*!=1'%+!'$(18!:((1!'(1'3'%/(+B!<(*'!3+%/(!%1!7,00=1%'%(&@!
I1A=&!H-31'!93&!:-,=A$'!=*!%1!K,-'!I=A=&'=&!31.!730(!2-,0!3!230%+B!,2!*%*(-&8!
2%..+(-&8!31.!H3(+%7!&%1A(-&@!I1A=&!H-31'!$%0&(+2!%&!3!H3(+%7!&*(3<(-!31.!-(73++&!
'$3'!'$(-(!9(-(!&'%++!+,'&!,2!13'%/(!H3(+%7!&*(3<(-&!%1!'$(!/%++3A(!%1!'$(!'$%-'%(&!
31.!2,-'%(&@Q"!J(!3+&,!.(&7-%:(&!$,9!&*(3<%1A!'$(!+31A=3A(!$3&!%1(/%'3:+B!
%12+=(17(.!$%&!%1'(-*-('3'%,1!,2!&+,9!3%-&!'$3'!.(-%/(!2-,0!H3(+%7!&,1A&X!
!
4$(1!*+3B%1A!,=-!H3(+%7!&,1A&!%'!%&!,2!A-(3'!$(+*!9$(1!B,=!<1,9!'$(!9,-.&!
31.!9$3'!'$(!&,1A!%&!3:,='@!#$(-(!$3&!',!:(!2-((.,0!3:,='!'$(&(!3%-&@!T,&'!
,2!'$(!:3-.&!9$,!7,0*,&(.!'$(0!$3.!1,'!3!7+=(!3:,='!MgN!q'%0(!&%A13'=-(&r!
,-!<1,9!31!Kn!%2!'$(B!0('!%'!,1!'$(!-,3.@dQM!
!
#$%&!&'3'(0(1'!3++=.(&!',!'$(!1,1;+%'(-3'(!13'=-(!,2!'$%&!'-3.%'%,1@!#$(-(!%&!0,&'!
.(2%1%'(+B!&,0('$%1A!+,&'!%1!'$(!13'=-(!,2!1,'3'%1A!'$(&(!,+.!'=1(&!31.!&,1A&8!
31.!%'!9,=+.!&=AA(&'!'$3'!,-3+!,-!3=-3+!'-31&0%&&%,1!%&!'$(!0,&'!(22(7'%/(!0('$,.!
,2!+(3-1%1A!'$(0!31.!*%7<%1A!=*!3++!'$(!1=317(&@!I1A=&!H-31'!93&!A%/(1!$%&!2%-&'!
2%..+(!2-,0!$%&!=17+(!I-7$%(!`:@C]W"b!31.!-(73++&!$,9!$(!+(3-1'!,/(-!'$(!B(3-&X!
!
R%<(!3++!'-3.%'%,13+!*+3B(-&8!,/(-!'$(!B(3-&!P!$3/(!*(-$3*&!.(/(+,*(.!0B!
,91!&'B+(!,2!*+3B%1A!'=1(&@!P!9,=+.!+%<(!',!'$%1<!'$3'!P!$3/(!-('3%1(.!&,0(!
,2!9$3'!P!*%7<(.!=*!2-,0!'$(!2%1(!,+.!2%..+(-&!,2!0B!B,='$_!'$(&(!*+3B(-&!
$3.!3!*=-(!&'B+(!,2!J%A$+31.!2%..+%1A!=1',=7$(.!:B!9$3'!9(!$(3-!',.3B@!P1!
0B!=17+(G&!73&(8!$(!$3.!+(3-1(.!2-,0!$%&!23'$(-!`:@!C]MNb!9$,!$3.!+%<(+B!
$(3-.!2%..+(-&!2-,0!'$(!CWDFG&@QN!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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P2!B,=!'3<(!,='!&'B+(!B,=!3-(!+(2'!9%'$!1,'(&8!31.!3&!1%7(!3&!1,'(&!731!:(!%'!
%&8!2,-!0(8!1,'!1(7(&&3-%+B!'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7X!%'G&!3++!'$(!1=317(&8!'$(!
*$-3&%1A8!31.!'$(!:-(3'$&!%1!'$(!'=1(&@!P!'$%1<!3!+,'!,2!%'!%&!*$-3&%1AX!%2!B,=!
+,,<!:37<!',!'$(!:3&%7&!,2!2,+<g'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!%1!A(1(-3+!%'!93&1G'!0=&%7!
2,-!$%&',-%73++B!(.=73'(.!*(,*+(@!U(,*+(!9(-(1G'!1(7(&&3-%+B!A(''%1A!3++!'$(!
%$.81-B+$)5$,,#1,/)8#7)%#)8#52)012)+,$)%8$)@#7C)D#+)61#78!%1!0B!,91!
'(37$%1A!P!&*(1.!3!+,'!,2!'%0(!,1!:,9%1A8!:='!B,=!3-(!03B:(!+,,<%1A!3'!
*(,*+(!=&%1A!3!'%1B!30,=1'!,2!:,9!31.!'-B%1A!',!A('!3++!,2!'$(!&,=1.!%1!31.!
'-B%1A!',!73*'=-(!'$(!*$-3&%1A!'$3'!*(-$3*&!3!&%1A(-!9,=+.!=&(!&%1A%1A!'$(!
&,1A@DF!
!
S=3G&!7,00(1'&!$(-(!&=AA(&'!'$3'!'$(!3(&'$('%7&!,2!2%..+%1A!&'(0&!2-,0!'$(!&(+2;
'3=A$'!13'=-(!,2!%'!3++!9$(-(:B!*+3B(-&!9(-(!1,'!393-(!,2!'(7$1%^=(!31.!='%+%&(.!
'$(!%1&'-=0(1'!%1!3!93B!'$3'!*-,.=7(.!'$(!&,=1.!9$%7$!&,=1.(.!-%A$'!',!'$(0@!
S=3!3++=.(&!',!I1A=&!H-31'G&!7,00(1'&!,1!7+3&&%73+!'(7$1%^=(!31.!(0*$3&%&(&!
.%22(-(17(&!%1!'$(!&,=1.!*-,.=7(.X!
!
P!'$%1<!%1!A(1(-3+!9%'$!,-7$(&'-3+!0=&%7!31.!'$(!7+3&&%73+!/%,+%1!&'B+(&!'$3'!
(0*$3&%&!q,1!"8&0,-14)0,)2$,.&-@$2)-1)"&$=-#+,).#**$1%,E)-,1F%)%8$&$G)-%<,)
[=&'!3!.%22(-(1'!3**-,37$!',!*+3B%1A@!#$(!:,9!%&!=&(.!%18!9(++!',!0B!(3-8!3!
&+%A$'+B!0,-(!&'3773',!93B!%1!*+3B%1A!'=1(&@!P'G&!3!:%'!0,-(!&',*!31.!&'3-'8!
31.!'$(!',1(!'$-,=A$,='!,1(!:,9!&'-,<(!%&!()37'+B!(/(1!9$(-(3&!9%'$!=&!%'G&!
1,'_!'$(-(G&!3!.%*!03B:(!:B!&*((.%1A!'$(!:,9!=*!%1!'$(!0%..+(!,2!3!1,'(8!
9$%7$!A%/(&!%'!3!.%22(-(1'!&,=1.!3++!',A('$(-@DC!
!
P'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!0=7$!,2!9$3'!7,1&'%'='(&!&'B+(!7,0(&!2-,0!'$(!0311(-!%1!
9$%7$!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!*$-3&(!'$(!'=1(!31.!$,9!'$(B!=&(!'$(!:,9@!!
!
P!$3/(!:-%(2+B!.%&7=&&(.!'$(!1,'%,1!'$3'!2%..+(!&'B+(!%&!=1%^=(!',!'$(!%1.%/%.=3+8!
31.!1,!A-,=*!,2!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!&,=1.&!()37'+B!'$(!&30(!(/(1!%2!'$(B!.,!
.(0,1&'-3'(!3&*(7'&!'$3'!7,1&'%'='(!3!-(A%,13+!&'B+(!,2!*+3B%1A@!K%1'31!k3++(+B!
3++=.(&!',!'$%&!%.(3!%1!'$3'!d'$(!*(-&,13+%'B!,2!'$(!0=&%7%318!'$(!/(-B!&,=+!,2!'$(!
*(-2,-0(-8!7,1'-%:='(&!0=7$!',!'$(!7-(3'%/(!*-,7(&&8!31.!&,!03B!3+&,!:(!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
DF@!S=3!T37T%++318!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
DC@!P:%.@!
!
!!
N"!
-(A3-.(.!3&!$3/%1A!3!03[,-!%12+=(17(!,1!'$(!&'B+(!,2!*+3B%1Ad@D"!K-,0!'$(!&%)!
%1'(-/%(9&!73--%(.!,='!2,-!'$%&!'$(&%&!%'!93&!(/%.(1'!'$3'!3++!'$(!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!
$3.!'$(%-!,91!%1.%/%.=3+!&'B+(!'$3'!93&!&$3*(.!:B!'$(%-!0=&%73+!=*:-%1A%1A!3&!
9(++!3&!%12+=(17(&!2-,0!,'$(-!&'B+(&!31.!A(1-(&!,2!0=&%7@!!
!
S=3!T37T%++31!93&!%00(-&(.!%1!'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2-,0!3!
B,=1A!3A(!31.!&'3'(&!'$3'!$%&!&'B+(!d%&!.(2%1%'(+B!-,,'(.!%1!'$(!J%A$+31.!31.!4(&'!
5,3&'!&'B+(!:='!*-,:3:+B!9%'$!&,0(!0,-(!7,1'(0*,-3-B!%12+=(17(&!3&!9(++d@DM!
#$(-(!3-(!&'-,1A!(+(0(1'&!,2!*%*%1A!'$3'!*(1('-3'(!'$-,=A$!S=3G&!&'B+(;!7(-'3%1+B!
%1!$%&!=&(!,2!,-130(1'3'%,1!9$%7$!$(!.%&7=&&(&!%1!'$(!2,++,9%1AX!
!
P!&=**,&(!'$(-(!%&!&,0('$%1A!3:,='!'$(!*%*(!&,=1.!31.!'$(!,-130(1'&!'$3'!P!
80=$)%&-$2)%#)-1.#&"#&0%$)-1%#)*')"50'-14/)%8$)%8-&2)3-14$&)4&##,$)#&)@-&5C)
U%*(-&!7311,'!:,9!1,'(&8!&,!%2!B,=!$3/(!'9,!2n!q1,'(&r!%'!%&!'$(!(^=%/3+(1'!
,2!3!2%..+(-!.,%1A!%'!,1![=&'!,1(!:,9!&'-,<(!'$3'!.,(&1G'!7$31A(!.%-(7'%,1!&,!
B,=!$3/(!',!&(*3-3'(!'$,&(!1,'(&!,='!9%'$!31!,-130(1'@!#$%&!%&!&,0('$%1A!P!
30!^=%'(!393-(!,2@DN!
!
S=3G&!*(-2,-0317(!&'B+(!7,1&%&'&!,2!3!&0,,'$8!377(1'(.!:,9!3&!9(++!3&!'$(!=&(!,2!
+,'&!,2!:%-+&@!J(!3+&,!=&(&!+,'&!,2!,-130(1'3'%,1!&=7$!3&!A-37(!1,'(&!9$(-(:B!'9,!
1,'(&!,2!'$(!&30(!*%'7$!3-(!:-,<(1!=*!:B!3!&%1A+(!A-37(!1,'(!%1!,1(!:,9!&'-,<(!
3&!.(&7-%:(.!3:,/(@!i-130(1'3'%,1!*+3B&!3!*-,0%1(1'!-,+(!%1!'$(!*+3B%1A!&'B+(&!
,2!3++!'$(!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!%1'(-/%(9(.8!31.!%'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!'$(!*%*(&!$3/(!
:((1!3!&%A1%2%731'!%12+=(17(X!!
!
s=(&'%,1X!J3&!:3A*%*%1A!%12+=(17(.!31B!3&*(7'&!,2!B,=-!*+3B%1Ah!
I113;4(1.B!6'(/(1&,1:)A%)80,/)#&10*$1%0%-#1)-1)"0&%-.+50&C)D#+).#+52),0')
%'!$3&!%12+=(17(.!7,0*,&%'%,1!9%'$!'$(!=&(!,2!'$(!:3A*%*(!&73+(@!P!'$%1<!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
D"@!K%1'31!k3++(+B8!(.@8!!"#$7,89*-&,-$+,$0)&1"$!)*'&+&,-*($F?1&28!"1.!(.@!`5,-<X!5,-<!
c1%/(-&%'B!U-(&&8!"FCCb8!"ED@!!!
DM@!S=3!T37T%++318!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
DN@!P:%.@!!
!
!!
NM!
13'=-3++B!9(!9,=+.!2%1.!'$3'!9(!9,=+.!9-%'(!3!'=1(!'$3'!=&(&!'$(!:3A*%*(!
&73+(_!%'!23++&!,1',!B,=-!2%1A(-&!(3&%+B@DE!
6%0,1!V-3.+(BX!O(2%1%'(+B!B(&8!P!'$%1<8!7(-'3%1+B!%1!'(-0&!,2!-(*(-',%-(!31.!
,-130(1'&!3&!9(++8!'$(!93B!*%*(-&!,-130(1'!'$%1A&!31.!(/(1![=&'!'$(!0('-(8!
'$(!-$B'$08!31.!'$(!*$-3&%1A!'$3'!'$(B!=&(!$3&!$3.!3!:%A!%12+=(17(!,1!0(@DQ!
!
SB31!Y,=1A8!&%0%+3-+B8!$3&!'3<(1!%12+=(17(!2-,0!*%*(!,-130(1'3'%,1X!
!
I+0,&'!(/(-B!A-37(!1,'(8!3*3-'!2-,0!&+%.(&8!P!.,!%&!9$3'!P!931'!',!&,=1.!+%<(!
'$(!*%*(&@!P!93&!3+93B&!'3=A$'!'$3'!%'G&!&=**,&(.!',!&,=1.!+%<(!'$(!*%*(&!
9$(1!P!.,!%'@!P!30!0,-(!.-391!',!*+3B%1A!"gNG&!q03-7$(&r!9%'$!H!n!2,-!&,0(!
-(3&,1@DW!
!
P'!%&!3**3-(1'!'$3'!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!&'B+(!-(03%1&!.((*+B!-,,'(.!%1!*%*%1A8!
:='!*-(&(1'!.3B!*+3B(-&!3-(!3:+(!',!.-39!2-,0!,'$(-!%12+=(17(&!31.!&,=1.&!'$(B!
2%1.!*+(3&%1A!9%'$!(3&(!,2!377(&&@!6+%.(&8!0,-(!7,00,1!%1!P-%&$!2%..+(!0=&%78!%&!
31!,-130(1'!'$3'!SB31!$3&!%17,-*,-3'(.!%1',!$%&!*+3B%1A!3+,1A&%.(!0,-(!
'-3.%'%,13+!*%*(!,-130(1'&8!9$%7$!-(&=+'&!%1!3!&,=1.!'$3'!-(03%1&!-,,'(.!%1!'$(!
4(&'!5,3&'!&'B+(!9%'$!&'-,1A!P-%&$!%12+=(17(@D]!P1'(-(&'%1A+B!'$(!=&(!,2!Hn8!3!1,'(!
,='9%'$!'$(!:3A*%*(!&73+(8!-(2+(7'&!3!0,-(!7,1'(0*,-3-B!/3-%3'%,18!9$%7$8!
*(-$3*&8!%&!3!-(&=+'!,2!1(9!7,0*,&%'%,1&!7,0*-%&%1A!,2!0,-(!7,0*+()!',13+!
*3+(''(&!3&!9(++!3&!'$(!%12+=(17(!,2!,'$(-!2%..+(!&'B+(&!,='9%'$!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'@!
T,-(!7,1'(0*,-3-B!(+(0(1'&!&=7$!3&!'$(!=&(!,2!&+%.(&8!'=1(&!%1!'$(!2+3'!<(B&8!
31.!'=1(&!,='9%'$!'$(!*%*(!-(*(-',%-(!&=AA(&'!'$3'!-(A%,13+!&'B+(&!,2!2%..+(!
*+3B%1A!03B!:(!.B%1A!,='!3&!*+3B(-&!:-,3.(1!'$(%-!-(*(-',%-(!',!%17+=.(!0=&%73+!
&'B+(&!31.!A(1-(&!,='9%'$!'$(%-!,91@!S=3!.%&7=&&(&!$,9!$(!'(1.&!',!0(.%3'(!
:('9((1!'-3.%'%,13+!31.!7,1'(0*,-3-B!&'B+(&X!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
DE@!I113;4(1.B!6'(/(1&,18!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
DQ@!6%0,1!V-3.+(B8!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-8!\=+B!CF8!"FCN@!!
!
DW@!SB31!Y,=1A8!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
D]@!6+%.(&!3-(!3!0(31&!,2!3**-,37$%1A!3!1,'(!2-,0!3!&(0%;',1(!,-!&,!:(+,9!31.!&+%.%1A!=*!',!
'$(!7,--(7'!*%'7$@!!
!
!!
NN!
O(*(1.%1A!,1!9$3'!&(''%1A!P!30!*+3B%1A!%18!'$(!0=&%7!P!*+3B!0%A$'!7$31A(_!
%2!P!30!*+3B%1A!9%'$!0B!'-%,!q2%..+(8!A=%'3-!31.!:,.$-31r!'$(1!%'!0%A$'!:(!
&+%A$'+B!0,-(!7,1'(0*,-3-B_!2,-!()30*+(8!P!0%A$'!=&(!&,0(!-,++&!-3'$(-!
'$31!:%-+&8!9$(-(3&!%2!P!93&!.,%1A!3!&,+,!-(7%'3+!P!9,=+.!'-B!',!7,17(1'-3'(!
,1!*+3B%1A!3!:%'!0,-(!'-3.%'%,13+!3'!*,%1'&@DD!
!
>,93.3B&!%'!%&!0,-(!7,00,1!2,-!3!2%..+(!*+3B(-!',!*(-2,-0!%1!'$(!0,-(!2,-03+!
&(''%1A!,2!3!7,17(-'!3&!,**,&(.!',!'$(!.317(!$3++8!9$%7$!93&!'$(!03%1!
*(-2,-0317(!&(''%1A!2,-!I1A=&!H-31'!31.!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(@!!
!
6%0,1!V-3.+(B!.%&7=&&(&!'$(!%12+=(17(!'$3'!,'$(-!0=&%73+!'-3.%'%,1&!$3/(!$3.!
,1!$%&!*+3B%1A!&'B+(X!!
!
P!9,=+.!&3B!%'G&!3!0%)(.!&'B+(!:(73=&(!P!.,!1,'!$3/(!,1(@!P!$3/(!&(/(-3+!
.,0%131'!%12+=(17(&X!P!&'3-'(.!,22!,1!P-%&$!31.!'$(1!93&!$(3/%+B!%12+=(17(.!
:B!67,''%&$!0=&%78!31.!'$(1!,1!',*!,2!'$3'!P!$3/(!3!+,1A;&'31.%1A!
7,++3:,-3'%,1!9%'$!I&'=-%3&!%1!'$(!1,-'$!,2!6*3%1@!#$-,=A$!'$3'!-(*(-',%-(!
0B!&'B+(!$3&!7$31A(.!',!377,00,.3'(!31.!-(2+(7'!'$3'@CFF!
!
#$(-(!3-(!0,-(!'-3/(+!,**,-'=1%'%(&!%1!'$(!*-(&(1'!.3B8!31.!0,-(!*(,*+(!3-(!
()*,&(.!',!.%22(-(1'!7=+'=-(&!31.!0=&%73+!'-3.%'%,1&@!#$%&!3**(3-&!',!$3/(!
%0*37'(.!6%0,1G&!&'B+(!9$,&(!*+3B%1A!%1!'=-1!9%++!%12+=(17(!B,=1A(-!A(1(-3'%,1&!
,2!*+3B(-&8!31.!'$(!:-(3.'$!,2!2%..+(!&'B+(&!9%++!%17-(3&(!',!-(2+(7'!'$3'@!I113;
4(1.B!6'(/(1&,1!-(+3'(&!3!&%0%+3-!3**-,37$!',!&'B+(!3&!6%0,1X!
!
P!30!'$(!&30(!%1!'$3'!%'!%&!3!7,0:%13'%,1!,2!&'B+(&@!P!30!^=%'(!2+()%:+(!&,!P!
731!$,,<!,1',!3!:%'!,2!3!&'B+(_!2,-!()30*+(8!%2!P!30!*+3B%1A!3!*%*(!-(*(-',%-(8!
P!<1,9!'$(!1=317(&!31.!&'B+%&'%7!3&*(7'&!,2!%'!&,!P!731!7+%7<!%1',!'$3'!93B8!
:='!%'!.,(&!1,'!0(31!P!.,!1,'!$3/(!0B!,91!*(-&,13+!93B!,2!*+3B%1A@CFC!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
DD@!S=3!T37T%++318!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!!I!-,++!%&!9$(1!3!1,'(!%&!:-,<(1!%1',!2%/(!1,'(&!
*+3B(.!%1!,1(!:,9!0,/(0(1'!2,-!'$(!+(1A'$!,2!3!.,''(.!7-,'7$('@!#$(!,-%A%13+!1,'(!%&!'$(!2%-&'!
31.!03%1!1,'(!,2!'$(!-,++!2,++,9(.!:B!'$(!1,'(!3:,/(8!:37<!',!'$(!03%1!1,'(8!'$(!1,'(!:(+,9!31.!
'$(1!'$(!03%1!1,'(!3A3%1@!K,-!()30*+(8!',!*+3B!3!-,++!,1!?8!'$(!1,'(&!9,=+.!:(!?!Kn!?!O!?!31.!
'$(!2%..+(!2%1A(-%1A!9,=+.!:(!C!"!C!F!C!,1!'$(!O!&'-%1A@!!
!
CFF@!6%0,1!V-3.+(B8!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
CFC@!I113;4(1.B!6'(/(1&,18!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!!
NE!
!
P'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!'$(&(!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!3-(!0=7$!0,-(!.%/(-&(!%1!'(-0&!,2!'$(!
*+3B%1A!&'B+(&8!-(*(-',%-(8!31.!0=&%73+!%12+=(17(&!'$(B!(0*+,B!%1!7,0*3-%&,1!
9%'$!,+.(-!A(1(-3'%,1&!,2!*+3B(-&@!P'!%&!3+&,!9,-'$!1,'%1A!'$3'!3+'$,=A$!I113;
4(1.B!31.!6%0,1!.,!1,'!7,0(!2-,0!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'8!'$(B!:,'$!1,9!-(&%.(!%1!
>,-'$!c%&'!%1!'$(!4(&'(-1!P&+(&8!31.!'$(B!3-(!:,'$!3-(!%12+=(17(.!:B!'$(!4(&'!
5,3&'!&'B+(!,2!2%..+(!*+3B%1A@!K,-!()30*+(!I113;4(1.B!=&(&!+,'&!,2!:%-+&8!A-37(!
1,'(&8!31.!3!&0,,'$!:,9!9%'$!&+=-&!37-,&&!'$(!:(3'!2,-!3!&9%1AB!(22(7'8!9$%7$!
03B!:(!%12+=(17(.!:B!'$(!P-%&$!2%..+%1A!'-3.%'%,1!9$(-(!'$(!'=1(&!3-(!,2'(1!
*+3B(.!&+%A$'+B!&+,9(-!'$31!%1!67,''%&$!2%..+%1A@!P1'(-(&'%1A+B8!I113;4(1.BG&!*%'7$!
&,=1.&!(/(-!&,!&+%A$'+B!&$3-*!3'!'%0(&_!'$%&!03B!$3/(!&,0('$%1A!',!.,!9%'$!'$(!
$%A$+31.!:3A*%*(&!:(73=&(!'$(!*%'7$!,2!'$(!7$31'(-!%&!'=1(.!',!V:!`7,17(-'!*%'7$b!
:='!'(1.&!',!:(!7+,&(-!',!V@!P!$3/(!3+&,!1,'%7(.!'$%&!^=3+%'B!%1!'$(!*+3B%1A!,2!
,'$(-!2%..+(-&!2-,0!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'_!130(+B!H3:(!T7k3-%&$!9$,!2-(^=(1'+B!*+3B&!
9%'$!3!*%*(-!%1!'$(!:31.!Ot%0$@CF"!6%0,1!V-3.+(B8!&%0%+3-+B8!=&(&!&0,,'$!:,9!
&'-,<(&!31.!:,9(.!,-130(1'&!&=7$!3&!'$(!:%-+!3&!9(++!3&!A-37(!1,'(&!31.!-,++&!:='8!
,/(-3++8!=&(&!+(&&!%1!'$(!93B!,2!+(2';$31.!`2%1A(-(.b!,-130(1'3'%,1!31.!2,7=&(&!
0,-(!&,!,1!'$(!:,9%1A@!6%0,1!&'3'(&!'$3'!'$(!d&B17,*3'%,1!31.!.-%/%1A!-$B'$0&d!
,2!*%*(!'=1(&!$3/(!%1&*%-(.!$%&!,91!*+3B%1A@CFM!!
!
P'!%&!^=%'(!,2'(1!'$(!73&(!'$3'!+(3.%1A!0=&%73+!2%A=-(&!$3/(!&%A1%2%731'!
%12+=(17(!,1!'$(!&'B+(&!31.!-(*(-',%-(!'$3'!.(/(+,*!9%'$%1!31!3-(38!31.!
d.%22(-(1'!A(1(-3'%,1&!31.!%12+=)!,2!*(,*+(!731!%0*3-'!'$(%-!%12+=(17(!,1!'$3'!
&7(1(d@CFN!Z(3-1(B8!%1!'$(!7,1'()'!,2!'-3.%'%,13+!P-%&$!0=&%78!-(+3'(&!',!'$%&!%1!
'$3'!d%1.%/%.=3+!0=&%7%31&!$3/(!:((1!%11,/3',-&!,2!0=&%73+!&'B+(!31.!3-(!,2'(1!
3&&,7%3'(.!9%'$!*3-'%7=+3-!-(A%,1&d@CFE!P'!%&!+%<(+B!'$3'!K3-^=$3-!T37S3(!31.!I1A=&!
H-31'!$3/(!$(+*(.!',!&$3*(!3!&'B+(;!:3&(.!,1!'$(!*(-2,-0317(!*-37'%7(&!,2!,+.(-!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CF"@!dO3%0$;!P.3G&!\%A&8d!Y,=#=:(!/%.(,8!NXF"8!*,&'(.!:B!d[,1&3:%1("D8d!\=1(!W8!"FCF8!
$''*&Xgg999@B,='=:(@7,0g93'7$h/mW*.Zi#.FZB?@!
!
CFM@!6%0,1!V-3.+(B8!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!!
!
CFN@!P:%.@!
!
CFE@!Z(3-1(B8!d#,93-.&!3!S(A%,13+!c1.(-&'31.%1A!,2!P-%&$!#-3.%'%,13+!T=&%78d!"@!
!
!!
NQ!
A(1(-3'%,1&!31.!'$(!H3(+%7!&,1A&!31.!'=1(&!'$3'!9(-(!$31.(.!.,91!',!'$(0!3&!
9(++!3&!'$(%-!,91!7-(3'%/(!%1.%/%.=3+%'B;!'$3'!%&!7,1&%.(-(.!&B1,1B0,=&!9%'$!'$(!
4(&'!5,3&'!&'B+(!,2!2%..+%1A@!I1A=&!H-31'!-(73++&!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!9%'$%1!$%&!+,73+!
3-(3!'$3'!%12+=(17(.!$%0@!U(-$3*&!'$(!03%1!.%22(-(17(!1,9!%&!'$3'!'$(-(!%&!3!
'(1.(17B!2,-!*(,*+(!',!0,/(!393B!2-,0!$,0(!31.!'-3/(+8!&,!9%'$%1!31!3-(3!
'$(-(!9%++!+%<(+B!:(!3!/3-%('B!,2!*(,*+(!2-,0!.%22(-(1'!*+37(&@!P1.((.!1,1(!,2!'$(!
%1'(-/%(9((&!-(&%.(.!%1!'$(!*+37(!'$(B!9(-(!:-,=A$'!=*@!P1!'$(!73&(!,2!'$(!2%..+(!
*+3B(-&!.%&7=&&(.!%1!'$(!*-(/%,=&!7$3*'(-8!0=&%73+!&'B+(!93&!23-!0,-(!7,1'3%1(.!
9%'$%1!31!3-(3!7,0*3-(.!',!'$(!*-(&(1'!.3B@!!
!
?%+%.$!T37R(,.!93&!:-,=A$'!=*!%1!>,-'$!c%&'8!31.!93&!%00(-&(.!%1!'-3.%'%,13+!
0=&%7!2-,0!3!B,=1A!3A(!%1!31!3-(3!9$(-(!'$(-(!93&!3!-%7$!7=+'=-(!,2!'-3.%'%,13+!
0=&%7!:='!1,'!1(7(&&3-%+B!3!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1;!d'$(!*%*(&!31.!H3(+%7!&%1A%1A!*+3B(.!
3!0=7$!&'-,1A(-!-,+(d@CFQ!?%+%.$8!+%<(!031B!,'$(-!B,=1A!2%..+(-&8!2%-&'!+(3-1'!$,9!
',!*+3B!3'!$(-!+,73+!KL%&@!I+'$,=A$!?%+%.$!.(&7-%:(&!$(-!&'B+(!3&!4(&'!5,3&'8!&$(!
&'3'(&!'$3'!d%12+=(17(&!2-,0!53*(!V-(',1!2%..+(!0=&%7d!31.!+%&'(1%1A!',!+,'&!,2!
P-%&$!0=&%7!$3/(!0,&'!+%<(+B!$3.!31!%0*37'!,1!$(-!*+3B%1A@CFW!?%+%.$G&!=&(&!+,'&!,2!
:%-+&!3&!9(++!3&!=&%1A!'$(!:,9!',!377(1'!*3-'%7=+3-!1,'(&@!P1!$(-!*(-2,-0317(!,2!3!
-((+!'$(!377(1'!23++&!,1!(/(-B!&(7,1.!7-,'7$('!,-!&,8!31.!'$(!(22(7'!%&!&=7$!'$3'!
'$(!-$B'$0!,2!'$(!-((+!%&!(/(-!&,!&+%A$'+B!.,''(.!31.!&,=1.&!^=%'(!&%0%+3-!',!'$(!
93B!O,13+.!d6=11.37$31d!T37U$((!*+3B(.!$%&!-((+&!9%'$!*,%1'(.!-$B'$0&!3&!
2,=1.!%1!'$(!&'-3'$&*(B@!?%+%.$!7,0(&!2-,0!3!H3(+%7;&*(3<%1A!:37<A-,=1.8!&,!%'!%&!
^=%'(!*,&&%:+(!'$3'!'$(!-$B'$0&!31.!&,=1.&!,2!'$(!+31A=3A(!*(1('-3'(!%1',!$(-!
*+3B%1A!*3-'%7=+3-+B!%1!$,9!&$(!377(1'&!'=1(&@!R(3/%1A!$,0(!$3&!3+&,!:((1!
%12+=(1'%3+8!31.!?%+%.$!&'3'(&!'$3'X!
!
0,/%1A!393B!2-,0!'$(!%&+31.!',!A,!',!'$(!03%1+31.!$3&!%12+=(17(.!0B!
*+3B%1A!3&!%'!A3/(!0(!0,-(!,**,-'=1%'%(&!',!+%&'(1!',!,'$(-!0=&%7%31&!%1!
7,17(-'8!31.!2(&'%/3+&!&=7$!3&!5(+'%7!5,11(7'%,1&!9(-(!0,-(!(3&%+B!
377(&&%:+(@CF]!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CFQ@!?%+%.$!T37R(,.8!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!!
!
CFW@!P:%.@!!
!
CF]@!P:%.@!
!
!!
NW!
!
I+'$,=A$!?%+%.$G&!*+3B%1A!&'B+(!%&!-,,'(.!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!&'B+(!9%'$!'$(!=&(!,2!
*%*(!,-130(1'3'%,1!31.!-(*(-',%-(!3&!9(++!3&!3!&0,,'$!:,98!$(-!&'B+(!$3&!
()*31.(.!',!%17+=.(!3!9%.(!/3-%('B!,2!*+3B%1A!&'B+(&!3&!3!-(&=+'!,2!0,/%1A!393B!
2-,0!$,0(!31.!$(3-%1A!,'$(-!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!*(-2,-0!+%/(@!S=3!T37T%++31!-(+3'(&!
3!&%0%+3-!()*(-%(17(X!
!
c*!%1!P1/(-1(&&!'$(-(!%&!&73-7(+B!31B!P-%&$!0=&%7!&,!%'!93&!3!9$,+(!1(9!'$%1A!
',!0(!9$(1!P!730(!',!H+3&A,9@!i1(!,2!0B!23/,=-%'(!2%..+(-&!%&!R%e!53--,++8!
31!P-%&$;I0(-%731!2%..+(-8!&,!+%&'(1%1A!',!*+3B(-&!+%<(!$(-!31.!:31.&!+%<(!
I+'31!31.!$(3-%1A!'$(!&'B+(&!'$(-(!31.!'$(1!7,0%1A!%1',!&,0(9$(-(!%1!
67,'+31.!9$(-(!'$3'!&'B+(!,2!*+3B%1A!%&!3!'$-%/%1A!7,00=1%'B!93&!-(3++B!
%1'(-(&'%1A8!31.!P!'$%1<!'$3'!$3&!$3.!^=%'(!31!%12+=(17(@!P!9,=+.!1,'!-(3++B!
$3/(!'$,=A$'!,2!=&%1A!-,++&!3'!3++!%1!0B!*+3B%1A_!%'!93&!3+93B&!:%-+&@CFD!
!
P1!'$(!73&(!,2!S=38!$(!93&!()*,&(.!',!1(9!,-130(1'&!'$3'!$(!$3.!1(/(-!-(3++B!
$(3-.!:(2,-(!31.!%17,-*,-3'(.!'$(0!%1!',!$%&!*+3B%1A@!P'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!
-(A%,13+!&'B+(&!.(/(+,*!'$-,=A$!&$3-(.!0=&%73+!()*(-%(17(&!31.!%12+=(17(&!'$3'!
&$3*(!'$(!&'B+(&!,2!2%..+(!*+3B(-&!9%'$%1!31!3-(3@!J,9(/(-8!1,9!%'!9,=+.!3**(3-!
'$3'!&'B+(&!3-(!+(&&!.%&'%17'!%1!-(A%,1&!3&!3!-(&=+'!,2!7-,&&,/(-!:('9((1!&'B+(&!3&!
9(++!3&!3-'%&'&!'3<%1A!%12+=(17(!2-,0!(/(-B'$%1A!'$(B!$(3-!31.!+%<(@!SB31!Y,=1A!
3++=.(&!',!'$%&!1,'%,1!%1!'$3'!&'B+(!%&!/(-B!0=7$!.-%/(1!:B!d9$3'!B,=!+%<(!-3'$(-!
'$31!3!7,1&7%,=&!(22,-'d@CCF!J,9(/(-8!%1!'$(!*(-2,-0317(!&'B+(!,2!3++!'$(!
%1'(-/%(9((&!%'!%&!3**3-(1'!'$3'!%12+=(17(&!2-,0!'$(%-!0=&%73+!:37<A-,=1.!
-(03%1;!*3-'%7=+3-+B!,-130(1'3'%,18!:,9%1A8!31.!-(*(-',%-(@!P'!%&!+%<(+B!'$3'!
2%..+(!*+3B(-&!3-(!0,-(!3''-37'(.!',!'$(!0=&%73+!'-3.%'%,1!2-,0!9$%7$!'$(B!7,0(!
31.!()*31.!,1!%'!9%'$!%12+=(17(&!2-,0!,'$(-!&'B+(&!3+,1A&%.(!'$(%-!,91!7-(3'%/%'BX!
!
P!2%1.!P!30!.-391!',!'=1(&!2-,0!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!`9$(-(!P!30!2-,0b!-3'$(-!
'$31!'=1(&!2-,0!,'$(-!*3-'&!,2!67,'+31.@!P!.,!=&(!+,'&!,2!d*%*(Bd!4(&'!5,3&'!
&'B+(!,2!,-130(1'&8!:='!P!9,=+.!1,'!.%&-(A3-.!31!,-130(1'!:(73=&(!%'!
93&1G'!*3-'!,2!0B!&'B+(!,-!1,'!*+3B!3!'=1(!:(73=&(!%'!%&1G'!2-,0!9$(-(!P!30!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CFD@!S=3!T37T%++318!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
CCF@!SB31!Y,=1A8!%1'(-/%(9!9%'$!3='$,-@!
!
!!
N]!
2-,0@!P!:3&%73++B![=&'!*+3B!31B'$%1A!P!+%<(8!$,9!P!+%<(8!:='!0,-(!,2'(1!'$31!
1,'!'$(!'=1(&!P!-(3++B!+%<(!3-(!2-,0!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'@CCC!
!
P'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!&$3-(&!&%0%+3-%'%(&!9%'$!
'$(!P-%&$!2%..+%1A!'-3.%'%,18!0,-(!&,!'$31!&3B!'$(!6$('+31.!,-!>,-'$!?3&'!&'B+(@!K,-!
()30*+(8!+(2';$31.!,-130(1'3'%,1!%&!=&(.!23-!0,-(!%1!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!0=&%7!
7,0*3-(.!9%'$!:,'$!'$(!6$('+31.!31.!>,-'$!?3&'!&'B+(&@!i-130(1'3'%,1!%&!
%1'(A-3+!',!P-%&$!2%..+(!0=&%78!31.!031B!,2!'$(!,-130(1'&!3-(!3.,*'(.!2-,0!'$(!
=%++(311!*%*(&8!3&!%&!'$(!73&(!9%'$!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!&'B+(!31.!$%A$+31.!
:3A*%*(&!%1!67,'+31.@!#$(!>,-'$!?3&'!&'B+(!%&!0,-(!7+3&&%73+!%12+=(17(.!%1!%'&!
-(*(-',%-(8!31.!*+3B(-&!'(1.!',!=&(!$%A$(-!*,&%'%,1&!31.!+,1A(-!:,9!&'-,<(&@CC"!
#$(!&'-3'$&*(B!%&!/(-B!*,*=+3-!%1!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!31.!'(1.&!',!:(!*+3B(.!9%'$!
0=7$!&'3773',@!#$(!6$('+31.!&'B+(!$3&!:((1!%12+=(17(.!:B!>,-9(A%31!2,+<!0=&%7!
31.!03<(&!=&(!,2!-%1A%1A!,*(1!&'-%1A&8!.,=:+(!&',**%1A8!31.!/3-B%1A!<(B!
&%A13'=-(&@CCM!T31B!,2!'$(!&+,9!3%-&!*+3B(.!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!.(-%/(!2-,0!H3(+%7!
&,1A&8!31.!'$%&!3+&,!3**(3-&!',!:(!'$(!73&(!%1!P-(+31.@!V,'$!,2!'$(&(!'-3.%'%,1&!
&$3-(!+31A=3A(!31.!7=+'=-3+!+%1<&_!P-%&$!H3(+%7!%&!&'%++!&*,<(1!%1!P-(+31.!',.3B8!31.!
3+'$,=A$!H3(+%7!93&!&*,<(1!3++!,/(-!67,'+31.!3'!,1(!'%0(8!%'!$3&!,1+B!-(3++B!
&=-/%/(.!%1!'$(!*-(&(1'!.3B!%1!3-(3&!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'@!I++!%1'(-/%(9((&!3A-((.!
'$3'!'$(%-!&'B+(!$3.!(+(0(1'&!,2!31!P-%&$!%12+=(17(!03%1+B!'$3'!,2!,-130(1'3'%,1@!
!
P'!%&!3**3-(1'!'$3'!031B!7$31A(&!$3/(!,77=--(.!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!
'-3.%'%,1!&%17(!'$(!.3B&!,2!*+3B(-&!&=7$!3&!O,13+.!d6=11.37$31d!T37U$((!31.!
O,13+.!31.!\30(&!T37O,13+.@!#$(!KL%&(31!$3&!=1.,=:'(.+B!(17,=-3A(.!3!1(9!
93/(!,2!B,=1A!2%..+(!*+3B(-&8!31.!'$(!'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!&7(1(!3**(3-&!',!:(!
'$-%/%1A@!#(7$1,+,AB!$3&!$3.!3!03[,-!%0*37'!,1!2%..+%1A!$3:%'&!%1!'$(!0311(-!%1!
9$%7$!*(,*+(!731!377(&&!31B!&'B+(!31.!A(1-(!,2!0=&%7!/%3!'$(!P1'(-1('8!31.!'$%&!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CCC@!P:%.@!!
!
CC"@!U3=+!I1.(-&,1!%&!3!-(1,91(.!()*,1(1'!,2!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!6'B+(@!K,-!31!()30*+(!,2!$%&!
*+3B%1A!&((!dU3=+!I1.(-&,1;!6+,9!6'-3'$&*(BXd\30(&!iG!K,-:(&!,2!5,-&(d8d!Y,=#=:(!/%.(,8!"XEC8!
*,&'(.!:B!d'3-+31.2%..+(-8d!K(:-=3-B!CD8!"FFD8!
$''*&Xgg999@B,='=:(@7,0g93'7$h/mV1l^.,D7$"T@!
!
CCM@!K,-!31!()30*+(!,2!'$(!6$('+31.!&'B+(!,2!2%..+%1A!&((!d67,''%&$!#-3.%'%,1X!6$('+31.!S((+&X!
4%++%(!J=1'(-!I+B!V3%18d!Y,=#=:(!/%.(,8!CXEM8!*,&'(.!:B!d=%&'031ED8d!I=A=&'!CW8!"FFW8!
$''*&Xgg999@B,='=:(@7,0g93'7$h/mQlE$6c&CC\,@!!
!
!
!!
ND!
$3&!=+'%03'(+B!+(.!',!31!()*31&%,1!,2!2%..+(!&'B+(&@!#$%&!+(3.&!0(!,1!',!'$(!2%13+!
&(7'%,1!,2!'$%&!'$(&%&!9$(-(!P!9%++!3&&(&&!'$(!%0*37'!,2!7$31A(!,1!'$(!2='=-(!,2!
'$%&!0=&%73+!'-3.%'%,1@!!
!
!
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
!!
EF!
.,/'*6#7,/(
(
#$%&!'$(&%&!&,=A$'!',!()*31.!'$(!13--3'%/(!,1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,18!
9$%7$!%1!7,0*3-%&,1!9%'$!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1&!&=7$!3&!'$3'!,2!'$(!>,-'$!?3&'!31.!
6$('+31.!$3&!:((1!'(1'3'%/(+B!&'=.%(.!31.!-(&(3-7$(.@!TB!3%0!93&!',!3&&(&&!'$(!
7$31A(&!'$3'!$3/(!,77=--(.!%1!'$(!+3&'!'$%-'B!B(3-&8!$,9!'$(&(!7$31A(&!$3/(!
%0*37'(.!'$(!*+3B%1A!&'B+(&!,2!*-(&(1'!.3B!*+3B(-&8!31.!9$3'!%0*+%73'%,1&!'$(&(!
7$31A(&!03B!$3/(!,1!'$(!2='=-(!,2!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!31.!
'-3.%'%,13+!0=&%7!%1!67,'+31.!%1!A(1(-3+@!P1!7$3*'(-!'$-((!P!*-(&(1'(.!3!$%&',-%73+!
377,=1'!,2!31!,+.(-!A(1(-3'%,1!,2!*+3B(-&!31.!%.(1'%2%(.!7,00,13+%'%(&!%1!'$(%-!
*+3B%1A!9$%7$!3**(3-!',!:(!=1%^=(!',!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1X!03%1+B!'$(!
%12+=(17(!,2!*%*%1A!31.!H3(+%7!&,1A@!P'!:(730(!3**3-(1'!'$3'!'$(!2%..+(!'-3.%'%,1!
%1!'$(!4(&'!5,3&'!93&!<(*'!3+%/(!%1!230%+%(&!31.!7,00=1%'%(&8!31.!'$(!.317(!$3++!
*-,/%.(.!'$(!03%1!*(-2,-0317(!&(''%1A!3&!9(++!3&!'$(!%12,-03+!$,=&(!7(%+%.$!9%'$!
230%+B8!2-%(1.&8!31.!1(%A$:,=-&@!P1!'$(!2,++,9%1A!7$3*'(-!P!3..-(&&(.!'$(!
&%A1%2%7317(!,2!'$(!KL%&(31!0,/(0(1'!3&!*-,0,'%1A!31.!(17,=-3A%1A!'-3.%'%,13+!
0=&%7!30,1A&'!'$(!B,='$@!i1(!,2!'$(!<(B!2%1.%1A&!$3&!:((1!'$(!%0*37'!,2!
'(7$1,+,AB!,1!*-(&(1'!.3B!2%..+(!&'B+(&8!9$%7$!%1!7,0*3-%&,1!9%'$!,+.(-!*+3B(-&!
$3/(!()*31.(.!3'!31!(1,-0,=&!-3'(!31.!7,1&%&'!,2!3!$B:-%.!,2!&'B+(&@!4%'$!3!
0,/(!',93-.!3!0,-(!+%'(-3'(!31.!$%A$!'(7$1,+,AB!(1/%-,10(1'!'$(!0=&%7%31!%&!
()*,&(.!',!0,-(!,2!3!/3-%('B!,2!&'B+(&!31.!A(1-(&_!'$%&!93&!.(0,1&'-3'(.!
'$-,=A$!%1'(-/%(9&!9%'$!'$(!2%..+(-&!.%&7=&&(.!%1!7$3*'(-!2,=-@!4%'$%1!'$%&8!P!
&'-(&&(.!'$(!%0*,-'317(!,2!&'B+(!3&!*(-&,13+%&(.!3'!'$(!.%&7-('%,1!,2!'$(!
%1.%/%.=3+!3&!,**,&(.!',!,1(!$,0,A(1,=&!&,=1._!%'!%&!d%0*,&&%:+(!',!7,*B!31,'$(-!
*(-&,1G&!*+3B%1A!&+3/%&$+Bd@CCN!6'B+(!%&!&$3*(.!:B!()*(-%(17(8!,:&(-/3'%,18!31.!
*(-&,13+!'3&'(!3&!9(++!3&!'$(!7-(3'%/%'B!,2!'$(!%1.%/%.=3+@!P'!9,=+.!3**(3-!'$3'!
2%..+(!*+3B(-&!9$,!&$3-(!()*(-%(17(&!9%'$%1!'$(!+,73+%'B!,2!31!3-(3!'(1.!',!
.(/(+,*!7,00,13+%'%(&!%1!'$(%-!*+3B%1A!3&!.(0,1&'-3'(.!%1!'$(!*+3B%1A!&'B+(&!,2!
31!,+.(-!A(1(-3'%,1!,2!*+3B(-&!.%&7=&&(.!%1!7$3*'(-!'$-((@!(
(
TB!-(&(3-7$!&$,9&!'$3'!*-(&(1'!.3B!2%..+(-&!23/,=-!+(3-1%1A!:B!(3-!3:,/(!'$(!
=&(!,2!1,'3'%,1@!P'!%&!3**3-(1'!'$3'!'$(!0('$,.!,2!+(3-1%1A!:B!(3-!%&!(&&(1'%3+!%1!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CCN@!I+:=-A(-8!/2,++&1"$%&''(#)1$*-'$+"#&)$F?1&28!"FD@!!
!
!!
EC!
,:'3%1%1A!'$(!1=317(&!,2!&'B+(!%1!2%..+(!0=&%7@!K%..+(!*+3B(-&!7,=+.!(/(1!7,1&%.(-!
3.,*'%1A!0('$,.&!2-,0!'$(!,-3+!'-3.%'%,18!*3-'%7=+3-+B!%1!'(37$%1A!2%..+(8!&=7$!3&!
d.%..+%1Ad!3!'=1(!',!'$(%-!&'=.(1'&!31.!3&<%1A!'$(0!',![,%1!%1!=1'%+!'$(B!$3/(!%'!
0(0,-%&(.!%1!'$(%-!$(3.!31.!731!$=0!'$(!'=1(!3+,1A!9%'$!'$(0@!i2'(18!9$(1!3!
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